Recent experimental studies of the synthesis and properties of deeply bound antikaon mediated nuclear systems are reviewed. Following a brief introduction in the basic properties of the antikaon-nucleon interaction which may lead to cold and dense antikaonic nuclear systems, we review the results of very first experiments which give indications of the existence of such exotic clusters of matter. Then ongoing efforts to substantiate the early findings are presented and future experimental approaches which will allow a very detailed study of the decay modes, the sizes and density distributions of these kaonic nuclear clusters are discussed including their relevance for possible phase transitions in cold dense matter.
Introduction in Antikaon Mediated Bound Nuclear Systems
Recently exotic nuclear systems with antikaons K as constituents (K − ,K 0 ) have been predicted by Akaishi and Yamazaki on the basis of a phenomenological constructed KN interaction strength [1, 2] . It is known since long time [3] that the K − p interaction is dominated by the Λ(1405) resonance, which is 27 MeV below the K − p threshold and is 40 MeV wide. Using non-perturbative coupled channel techniques it has been shown that the Λ(1405) resonance can be generated dynamically as an I = 0 KN quasi bound state and as a resonance in the Σ π -channel, into which it dominantly decays [3, 4] . Consequently a dispersive behaviour of the K − p interaction is predicted with strong attraction below the resonance and repulsion around the K − p threshold. The latter is evidenced by the results of scattering experiments [5] and repulsive shifts measured by precision K-X-ray spectroscopy of the binding energy of the 1s-state of kaonic hydrogen [6, 7] . Fig. 1 shows X-ray spectra of kaonic hydrogen, measured recently by the DEAR collaboration [7] . They show a repulsive strong interaction shift in the 1s-state of ε 1s = −193 ± 37 (stat.)± 6 (syst.) eV and a width Γ 1s = 249 ± 111 (stat.) ± 30 (syst.) eV. Recently, Borosoy, Nißler and Weise [8] reanalysed the KN close Figure 1 . Left: Kaonic hydrogen X-ray spectrum, with large Bremsstrahlung background. Right : Continuous background and fluorescence X-rays subtracted [7] .
to threshold using chiral SU (3) effective theory in combination with various non perturbative coupled channel approaches and compared their results with the experimental data. There are still some discrepancies, especially in the imaginary part of the scattering length. In an upcoming experiment at the Φ-factory Daphne, very accurate measurements of the isospin dependent K − N scattering length by precision X-ray spectroscopy of antikaonic hydrogen and deuterium are prepared using silicon drift detectors for the X-rays in coincidence with kaons for suppression of the Bremsstrahlung background in a set up being developed by the SIDDHARTA project [9] . Based on the strong attraction of the K − p system in the I = 0 channel, Wycech discussed the possibility of antikaon mediated binding in the s-wave and recently also in the p-wave channel in a nuclear medium [10] . Akaishi and Yamazaki introduced in 2002 a new paradigm in strangeness nuclear physics by predicting bound states in light nuclear systems, such as ppnK − , ppnnK − and 8 BeK − with binding energies larger than the Σπ -threshold and thus expecting rather small decay widths [11] [12] [13] The strong KN attraction which is in balance with the hard core N N repulsion is predicted to lead to high average nuclear density of ∼0. Why are such dense nuclear states possible? The hard core of the nucleonnucleon interaction, which is related to the Pauli blocking of the up and down quarks in the nucleon, counteracts the strongly attractive interaction of the anti up and anti down quarks contained in the antikaons. So, the anti kaon -nucleon interaction is dominated by the strong particle-antiparticle attraction without hard core. The additional s quark stabilizes the dense system against annihilation. The extreme situation of the strong binding of antiprotons in nuclei is extensively discussed by Walter Greiner and collaborators [15] . Exact G-parity symmetry predicts very deep potentials of ∼ -650 MeV, but G-parity is violated on the mean field level. Calculations using "weak G-parity" and rearrangement of the nuclear structure by the strong attraction of a real antiproton, predict binding energies of ∼ -1 GeV with small widths (Γ = 9-23 MeV). Searches for an antiproton bound in nuclei have been performed by Aslanides et al [16] using antiproton induced proton knock out reactions in a binding energy range of up to ∼ -120 MeV without success so far. Such experiments could be extended to higher sensitivity and binding energy in the high energy antiproton storage ring project, HESR, at GSI, Darmstadt [17.18] .
First Experimental Searches
Iwasaki et al [19] [22] . Fig. 3 shows an invariant mass spectrum indicating a binding energy of B = −115 MeV in good agreement with the theoretical value of Ivanov et al. [14] and a width of Γ = 67 MeV, larger than the predicted value of 31 MeV. Various experimental programs are in progress to study this very basic system using a variety of methods. [20, 21] . 
Proton and Heavy Ion Reactions for the Production of Kaonic Nuclei
Recently heavy ion induced reactions [11] and even simpler proton induced reactions were considered for the production of antikaonic light nuclei [23, 24] . Experiments on enhanced K − production in heavy ion collisions at energies below the N N threshold [25, 26] gave a hint of a possible decrease of the K − mass in the dense hot fireball created in the collision. In context with chiral SU (3) dynamics a decrease of the K − mass was also predicted, which is equivalent to strong binding in terms of our previous discussion. So, in heavy ion collisions K − nuclear clusters may be abundantly produced in the fireball, but they escaped direct discovery until now. We proposed [27] to search for K − nuclear clusters which survive the freeze out process by invariant mass spectroscopy of its decay products in a 4π detector, such as FOPI at the GSI heavy ion synchrotron SIS. In this scenario the critical condition is the ratio of the lifetime of the cluster and the freeze out time of the fireball, which should be large for the observation of the natural line width of the cluster. Actually one expects this ratio to be in the order of one, which would have the consequence that in the invariant mass spectrum the cluster line would be broadened and shifted, thus signalling the dynamics of the collision process. shown by the arrows. The right hand side shows the signal spectra obtained by subtracting the mixed event background from the measured and simulated spectra, respectively. The first row shows data, the second row Monte Carlo simulations with a signal, the last row Monte Carlo simulations with no signal [28] .
Detection of a S= -1 hyperon in the decay process is a signature that it is emitted from a strange nuclear cluster when correlated nucleons or nuclei are also observed, such as ppK Furthermore a test experiment was carried out at GSI to study 3.5 GeV pd and p 12 C collisions to produce ppK − . We have very preliminary results from a low statistics sample of p 12 C collisions for pΛ invariant mass spectra. The difference of the measured spectrum and the subtracted combinatorial background has still too low statistics to draw any relevant conclusion. The analysis of additional data from forward Λ-emission is in progress. Very recently Aslayan [29] reported an invariant pΛ mass spectrum for 10 GeV/c p − C collisions measured using a 2m bubble chamber filled with propane. Fig. 5 heavy ion collions for production of various kaonic nuclei, provided they are dense systems. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of calculated ppK − production cross sections in forward direction as function of the energy transfer E to the ppK − system for system. In the case of the pp reaction, the cross section is peaked at the bound state with a very small quasi-free component. This dominance of the Λ(1405)p sticking in such a large momentum transfer reaction can be understood as originating from the matching of the small impact parameter with the small size of the bound system. This very interesting feature of the pp reaction to produce ppK − bound states requires further dedicated experimental investigations, work in progress at GSI using the FOPI detector. In view of these strange new nuclear objects it is of vital importance to explore new methods for studying characteristic features of the kaonic nuclei, such as their size, density, and angular momentum. We have proposed recently [31] the study of 3-body decays of kaonic nuclear clusters, such as [ppnK − ] → Λ+p+ n and [pppK − ] → Λ + p + p, as a tool for detection of the momentum of the cluster constituents in their strongly bound, dense, initial state. Using a 4π detector system, all 3 decay products can be detected, identified and their 4-momentum determined. From such data frame invariant Dalitz plots can be constructed which are expected to reflect the size and density distribution of the initial cluster state. The distribution of the decay products depend also on the angular momentum transfer, thus information is contained on the initial angular momentum. The core size effect is demonstrated in participant particle in the decay, respectively. In the "shrunk" core case (a = 0.87 fm) the distributions are significantly broadened. Since the effect is large it can be resolved experimentally. The possible experimental procedure consists of identifying the kaonic nuclear cluster either by missing mass or invariant mass spectroscopy, then reconstruct 2 partial invariant masses from the 3 decay particles and compare the thus obtained experimental Dalitz distributions with theoretically predicted ones.
Double Kaonic Nuclei
In view of the strongly attractive K − N interaction below threshold it is suggested by Dote, Akaishi, and Yamazaki [32] to look for an even stronger attraction in nuclear clusters with more than one K − , such as
nuclear systems. Double antikaonic nuclear clusters are predicted to have binding energies up to 400 MeV and densities exceeding ∼5-6 times the average nuclear density ρ(0)= 0.17 fm −3 , thus producing conditions in the phase diagram of hadronic matter for which phase transitions to kaon-condensation [33] or colour superconductivity [34] may be reached at low temperature. Thus the question comes up about possible processes by which several antikaons may be produced and transferred under favourable kinematical conditions into nuclei. Several processes have been discussed, such as double strangeness transfer in (K − , K + ) reactions or search for such clusters in residues of high energy heavy ion collisions. Here we propose [35] to produce simultaneously 2K − at close distance in a nuclear target and explore the expected "strong attraction" mediated by 2 antikaons in the nuclear environment, leading to cold and dense fermionic matter. It may undergo a phase transition to a state with totally different properties similar to the ones recently observed in cold gases of fermions. The elementary antiproton annihilation reaction, which produces 2 pairs of (K
with a negative Q value of -98 MeV, so it is forbidden for stopped antiprotons. But let us consider now a reaction induced by stopped antiprotons in a 4 He target
This double kaonic nuclear cluster process occurs if the binding energy of the 2K − in a pnnK − K − cluster, B KK , exceeds 125 MeV plus the Coulomb repulsion of the 2 kaons, a condition which is expected to be fulfilled for deeply bound double kaonic states [34] . Of particular interest would be the production of double strangeness cluster states, such as ppK − K − , ppnK − K − and pnnK − K − using antiproton annihilation in various light nuclear targets, such as 3 He and 4 He.
In the following we consider first some kinematics aspects of the antiproton annihilation at rest in a The recoil momentum p X = −p 1 − p 3 = p max which is transferred when the double strange cluster is formed amounts to about 500 MeV/c for B KK ∼ −400 MeV which is not small, but in the range of the internal momentum of a dense cluster. From the moments of the 2 K + , which have to be measured, the mass of the cluster X, M X is determined. Note that the appearance of a discrete mass M X in the spectrum of 2 K + is a unique signature of the formation of a double strange nuclear cluster. In addition one can study the decay of the double kaonic cluster into the open Λ, Σ and nucleon channels to perform an exclusive experiment. In order to get an estimate of the cross section of double antikaon production by annihilation of an antiproton in a 4 He target according to reaction (2) we note that the elementary double kaon pair production p
been determined as σ ∼4 μb at 1.9 GeV/c laboratory momentum [35] . Then the problem remains to extrapolate the cross section to p = 0 and even more important to determine the 2 K − sticking probability as function of the momentum transfer.
There exist several exciting physics issues which can be studied with the double antikaonic nuclear clusters besides their binding energies in various light nuclear systems and their total and partial decay widths. Important structure information concerns the size and density distribution of these states in the expected high density regime. It was pointed out recently that this information can be derived from measured particle correlation pattern in 3-body decays [31] , as pointed out in Chapter 4. At high densities phase transitions are expected. An important signature of such drastic changes of nuclear matter is contained in the excitation spectrum of the nuclear clusters such as energy gaps in case of colour superconductivity.
The AMADEUS Project at LNF
Recently we proposed [37] a project for the study of the most basic strange dibaryon and tribaryon systems with utmost precision to clearly identify these antikaon mediated bound nuclear systems and determine their properties, such as, masses, decay branches including their width, their seizes , density distributions and angular moments. In order to reach these goals all particles involved in the formation and decay processes need to be identified and their 4-momenta have to be measured.. The project with the acronym AMADEUS (Antikaonic Matter At DAPHNE: Eperiments with Unravelling Spectroscopy) will use low momentum, mono energetic K − from the DAPHNE e + e − collider, the Φ-Factory at LNF in Frascati (Italy) for the production of the kaonic nuclear clusters by (stopped K − , N ) reac- The KLOE detector [38, 39] built at LNF to study CP-violation in the decay of neutral kaons fulfils our main requirements to study antikaon nuclear cluster formation and its decay with the necessary accuracy in the 4-momentum measurement. It consists of a large cylindrical drift chamber for charged particle tracking surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter optimized for γ-detection, which may be also used for fast neutron time of flight detection with reasonable efficiency (∼30%) and adequate energy resolution.
Conclusion and Outlook
We reviewed the experimental status of a completely new field of hadron physics, the study of antikaon mediated deeply bound nuclear states. This area of research initiated by Akaishi and Yamazaki [1, 2] with the conjecture that the strong antikaonnucleon interaction in the I=0 channel may lead to strong binding mediated by antikaons in light nuclear systems. Such exotic nuclei which may exist in configurations which are unstable in normal nuclei, because they are proton rich, such as ppK − , pppK − , are expected to have high densities, so they are, if they exist, unique objects to study the property of cold dense matter, which is expected to exist in neutron stars. There are a few experimental indications of the existence of strange di-and tri-baryons. These early results have to be corroborated by high statistics experiments on one hand and different reactions and detection methods on the other hand, with work using both approaches in progress. In addition completely new facilities are in preparation with programs to study kaonic nuclear clusters exclusively, such as AMADEUS at DAPHNE or proposals at J-PARC. Most exciting would be projects to incorporate 2 or more antikaons into nuclei for the study of predicted transition in cold, dense hadronic matter to a highly correlated colour superconducting phase of quarks and gluons.
